Leveling of the posts/system

The most common reason for problems with the graphic panels is when the flooring is uneven, not level. In
that case it is important to completely level the hardware system before attaching the graphic panels, both in
the front/rear and the left/right directions.

Important step
to mount an Exhibit unit

1. Start by releasing the two fast
clamps on the right side post.

2. Sliding the beams upward
leans the posts to the left.

3. Sliding the beams downwards
shifts the posts to the right.

Attach the FastClamp correctly to the post
Incorrect mounting will weaken the clamp mechanism.
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Open FASTclamp

Post leveling tool
Item IS-9012

4. Use a leveling tool to get your
systen stright.

Wrong – not square

R

5. When the section is level, lock
the fast clamps in position.
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Mounting the system
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3a. Attach the next beam, aligned with the top of
the extension posts. Adjust the top beam until the
post is vertically ‘level’ or aligned (see last page).
Use the spirit leveling tool....

3b. ...or use a cross laser

Extension post

Base post

1. Attach beams to base posts, aligned with the
bottom of the posts.

3b

2. Attach the extension post on top of the
bottom post
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Top post

4. Attach the top post with the plastic top hub

5. For straight-wall sections, best results will be obtained by raising the straight beams to the top position
to the horizontal mag tape at the top of the panels.

6. You are now ready to mount the graphic panels

7. Mount corner trims at the ends to provide
the finished look.

